klim ro wons fo ruoloc eht fo

evit cejda

etihw

.eripxe ot ; htaed ref fus ,evil ot esaec ,efil esool ot

John Fletcher (London: Routledge, 1999) pp. 84–116, p. 96.
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Jean Laplanche, ‘A Short Treatise on the Unconscious’ [1993] translated by Luke Thurston, Essays on Otherness, edited by
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memory’. But to evoke this term (Deckerinnerung) is to indicate that it both covers over and presents

secondary elaboration which is Freud’s interest here is the conscious memory: very precisely, the ‘screen

The Welsh Dres ser

inaccessible), but the first traces of them. ... The result of the
in memory are not the childhood events (intrinsically
‘What is subject to the work of distortion and rearrangement

Constructed

in the 1830s, and made of light oak in a form typical
of dressers of its age from South Wales, the Welsh
dresser has an open rack with three shelves, a base
with four side-drawers and a short centre drawer
with a shaped apron beneath. The open potboard
base has four turned front legs, terminating in
block feet. The Welsh dresser been in the family at

White Lin en

least five generations; in my childhood it occupied

the dining room of my great aunt’s house in a small
mining village near the Black Mountain (Y Mynydd
Du). This was one of two rooms that faced the street
– immaculate, seldom used and always cold. The
Welsh dresser stood opposite the window, screened

I dreamt of the house

last night, my mother’s home in Cwmgors, South
Wales. As a child it was the place where it always
rained in the holidays, but now, as it slips away from
me, I already begin to miss. I was in the dining room;
the rest of the house was empty except this one room.
The furniture was far too big and covered in linen.
The air was thick with silence. With the curtains

n uon

by a layer of net, and a pair of heavy curtains, slightly

.noitagaporp rof desu dna ,tnalp a
f fo tuc sdub-fael gni raeb hcna rb ro toohs llams a

faded where the fabric met the light.

.cte ,sdnuow sserd ot si ti ytud esohw ,.cte ,latipsoh
a ni tnat sissa s’noegrus A ... rehtona serit ta ohw eno ...
s e s s e r d o h w e n o . . . s e s s e r d hc i h w t a h t r o o h w e n o n u o n

res serd

gnit tuc

drawn, it was dark, but the linen glowed white. As I
went towards the mantel-piece to take a look at myself
in the mirror, I saw for the first time in the reflection,
that the room was full of plants, so alive I could smell
the moisture still on their leaves.

Key

to my mother, her eldest niece. Tradition has it that one

for themselves.

My great aunt never married so the Welsh Dresser went

the words he required – objects were still able to speak

with me, she arrived alone at night on a desert airstrip.

generous gift. After his stroke when he failed to find

father, she went to live in the Middle East. Pregnant

my face, he would laugh and hand it over to me as a

for London, Wales for England. When she married my

discovered. As my disappointment registered across

How she left Cwmgors for Aberystwyth, Aberystwyth

folded foil. On unwrapping it, a pound note would be

how far she travelled from home, from her mother.

dish and feigning surprise would pull out a piece of

travels between women. My mother sometimes regrets

lucky one. My grandfather would search in his own

England. From mother to daughter, the Welsh Dresser

pudding, I would be delighted, thinking I was the

next Welsh village, and then to my mother’s home in

the table. On discovering a copper coin in my own

made several journeys, from a farm, to a house in the

each dish and then distribute the portions around

family. A traveller, with more than one home, it has

and set fire to it, he would cut slices, placing one in

The Welsh dresser tells the story of my mother’s

Christmas, having bathed the pudding with brandy

My Jun ior Jet Club Badge

My grandfather had a favourite joke. At

Coin

Hung with gorgeous antique lustre jugs

– which could never be touched – and that rattled
every time a coal lorry passed by on the road outside,
the Welsh dresser gleamed through my childhood,
through Christmas dinners and Sunday lunches,
through rice puddings, cherry corona, beetroot
chutney, faggots and chips. My great aunt taught
needlework and cookery; not a day passed without
being asked to go from the kitchen to the Welsh
dresser to fetch an item for some kind of domestic
task. These trips were fraught with anxiety for the
Welsh Dresser was a little unsteady on its feet, the
drawers stuck as you pulled, causing the delicate
jugs dangling above them to sway a little and chink.
The drawers still smell of the items they contained

day the Welsh dresser will be mine.

– a wooden ruler, pencils with rubber tops, carboncopy notebooks, buttons, coins, tailor’s chalk, a hook
(without an eye), a red die (rather strangely), and a
key. The Welsh dresser is an archive: it holds a key to

Ran dom But tons
with Needle and Thread)

my past, and the past of a place where it always rained

(in a Bag

Buttons are odd things.

Each one is of little interest, yet as a collection they

in the holidays.

fascinate. Singular and unattached, they are seemingly
insignificant, but sewn in a row onto a garment they
hold things together. In sequence and in juxtaposition
things look different when they are next to one another.
As my grandfather, the butcher, faced up from his dark
coffin, tea and tongue sandwiches were served from

Tai lor’s Chalk

Tailor’s chalk makes

marks for action, which have a certainly short life
span. Like chalk on a blackboard, these marks will

response in me, in you. What is a hook without an

sideways …

the Welsh dresser in the room next door.

nervously waiting for that moment when it slips

be rubbed out. Unlike chalk on a blackboard, they
A
are marks for another making, for a line of cutting,
single object can remain mute, or it can provoke a

Hook (with out an Eye)

folding or sewing, which will partially erase the first.

eye? My spinster aunt loved detective stories. She

perched on the polished surface of my wooden chair,

Tucked in between the lustre jugs

engagement ring.

scene I am poised cautiously on a turquoise cushion

Cut ting

father, which was only sometimes occupied. In the

left behind her a mystery surrounding an unworn

my grandfather, with a chair by the window for my

on the shelves of the Welsh Dresser were smaller pots

great aunt, facing my mother, and diagonally opposite

and tins that held many useful things: needles, threads,

had six settings, my place was between my sister and

elastic bands, but also a selection of yellowed local

The table next to the Welsh dresser

newspaper cuttings registering key events in the family.

Red Die

Reading them reminds me of my motherland, not the
country of my own birth, but that of my mother, and
the coming together of the family around the dining
table, on ordinary days, at special times of the year and
for big occasions – births, marriages and deaths.

All scenes (texts in plain font) are taken from Jane Rendell, ‘The
Welsh Dresser’, Site-Writing: The Architecture of Art Criticism,
Designed by Marit Münzberg

(London: IB Tauris, 2010), pp. 121–133 and p. 141.

p. 3 and p. 21.
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Hélène Cixous, ‘Coming to Writing’, [1977], in Hélène Cixous ‘Coming
Coming to writing’ and other essays,
essays, edited by Deborah Jenson,

.y ranoit ciD hsilgnE d rof xO eht morf neka t e ra snoit infied llA

translated by Sarah Cornell, Deborah Jenson, Ann Liddle, Susan Sellers (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1991), pp. 1–58,

. ) 3102 li rpA 61 dessecca( moc.deo.w w w// : pt th eeS

mother tongue resonates, the tongue of my mother ...’
one is there to correct them. ... In the language I speak. The
my unconscious. The language that women speak when no
it surges from me, it flows, it is the milk of love, the honey of
and honey. And this language I know. I don’t need to enter it,
tongue when a poet speaks it. In each tongue, there flows milk
at once unique and universal that resounds in each national
that I speak or that speaks (to) me in all tongues. A language

com ing

and drift asleep again as if nothing had happened; as if nothing could happen. ... There is a language
surprised by the abyss. Of never becoming resigned, consoled; never turning over in bed to face the wall
‘Writing: a way of leaving no space for death, of pushing back forgetfulness, of never letting oneself be

ing

to

Welsh

eno morf gni rebmun stops htiw dek ram secaf sti gnivah

eht ni thgil fo sdni k lla fo noissime ro ,noissimsna rt

a morf nworht gnieb yb ecnahc fo semag ni desu ,xis ot

elbisiv etelpmoc eht ni t sixe yeht hcihw ni noit roporp

rebmun eht yb dediced gnieb ecnahc eht ,dnah eht ro xob

ylluf suht gnieb ,noitp rosba elbisnes tuohtiw ,mu rt ceps

.t som reppu sn rut taht eid eht fo ecaf eht no

.euh evit cnit sid yna fo dioved dna suonimul

,lai retam rehto ro ,enob ,y rovi fo ebuc llams a

n uon

eid

,noit cefler yb decudorp ruoloc taht gnivah

evit cejda

etihw
.deyalpsid saw
etalp hcihw no ro ,dev res erew sehsid hcihw morf ,llah ro

. ct e
repapswen a fo tuo tuc elcit ra t rohs ro hpa rga rap a nuon

gnit tuc

moor-gninid a ni elbat a ,osla yl rem rof ; desserd saw ro si
doof hcihw no nehctik a ni elbat ro draobedis a

n uon

res serd
‘Just as the manifestations of life are intimately connected

‘These scenes, by the way, are not altogether a literary

with the phenomenon of life without being of importance to

device – a means of summing up and making a knot out of

it, a translation issues from the original – not so much from

innumerable little threads. Innumerable threads there were;

its life as from its afterlife. For a translation comes later than

still, if I stopped to disentangle, I could collect a number. But

the original, ... The task of the translator consists in finding

whatever the reason may be, I find that scene making is my

the particular intention toward the target language which

natural way of marking the past. A scene always comes to

produces in that language the echo of the original. This is a

the top; arranged, representative. This confirms me in my

feature of translation that basically differentiates it from the

instinctive notion – it is irrational; it will not stand argument

poet’s work, because the intention of the latter is never directed

– that we are sealed vessels afloat upon what it is convenient

toward the language as such, as its totality, but is aimed solely

to call reality; at some moments, without a reason, without

and immediately at the specific linguistic contextual aspects.

an effort; the sealing matter cracks; in floods reality; that is

Unlike a work of literature, translation finds itself not in the

a scene – for they would not survive entire so many ruinous

center of the language forest but on the outside facing the

years unless they were made of something permanent; that is

wooded ridge; it calls into it without entering, aiming at that

a proof of their “reality”.’

single spot where the echo is able to give, in its own language,
the reverberation of the work in the alien one.’

‘... I would like to say that Freud’s concept of afterwardsness
contains both richness and a certain ambiguity, combining a
retrogressive and a progressive direction. I want to account
for this problem of the different directions, to and fro, by
arguing that, right at the start, there is something that moves
in the direction of the past to the future, from the other to the
individual in question, that is in the direction from the adult
to the baby, which I call the implantation of the enigmatic
message. This message is then retranslated, following a

in early youth which have remained suppressed. The

model of translation – detranslation – retranslation).’

life owe their importance to a connection with experiences

turns retrogressive and progressive (according to my general

‘Some of these screen memories dealing with events later in

temporal direction, which is, in an alternating fashion, by

connection, that is, is the reverse of the one in the case which
I have analysed, where a childhood memory was accounted
for by later experiences. A screen memory may be described
as ‘retrogressive’ or as having ‘pushed forward’ according as
the one chronological relation or the other holds between
the screen and the thing screened-off. From another point
of view, we can distinguish positive screen memories from
negative ones (or refractory memories) whose content stands
in a contrary relation to the suppressed material. The whole
subject deserves a more thorough examination; but I must
content myself with pointing out what complicated processes
– processes, incidentally, which are altogether analogous to
Walter Benjamin, ‘The Task of the Translator’, [1921] translated by Harry Zohn, Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings,
volume I, 1913–1926, edited by Marcus Bullock and Michael W. Jennings, (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 1996/2004),
pp. 253–263, pp. 258–259.

the formation of hysterical symptoms – are involved in the

Virginia Woolf, Moments of Being [1939–1940] edited with an introduction and notes by Jeanne Schulkind (London: The Hogarth

building up of our store of memories.’

Press, 1985) p. 142.

Jean Laplanche, ‘Notes on Afterwardsness’ [1998], Essays on Otherness, edited by John Fletcher (London: Routledge, 1999) pp. 260–265,
p. 265. These ‘notes’ are based on a conversation between Jean Laplanche and Martin Stanton recorded in 1991. They appeared in Jean Sigmund Freud, ‘Screen Memories’, [1899] The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, Volume
Laplanche: Seduction, Translation and the Drives, edited by John Fletcher and Martin Stanton, London: Institute of Contemporary iii (1893–1899): Early Psycho-Analytic Publications, translated from the German under the general editorship of James Strachey
(London: The Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, 1962), pp. 299–322, pp. 320–321.

Arts, 1992, and have been added to and revised by Laplanche for this volume (1998).

